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All German export markets will be hit hard by the COVID-19 crisis. However,
we foresee great variation among key countries. Many markets that were
already facing headwinds before the COVID-19 crisis – for instance, the UK
and Italy – seem to have experienced a more a severe health crisis than
others. Hence, we expect annual exports to both countries to decline by
around 25% in 2020. Similarly, large contractions in German exports are
also expected for France, Spain and the euro area as a whole.

n

By contrast, exports to Asia may emerge relatively unscathed from the
COVID-19 crisis. China, Japan and South Korea managed the crisis fairly
well, and exports to these countries contracted only slightly in the first
quarter. For these countries the relatively stable Asian demand might be
less of a trade barrier than the shutdown of production facilities in Europe
and the US. As these facilities increase their production capacity over the
course of the year, annual exports to Asian countries may contract only
marginally in 2020.

n

Exports to the US are widely expected to shrink by around 10% in 2020.
However, we consider this assessment highly uncertain. First, exports
remained relatively stable in the first quarter. But the epidemiological crisis
hit the country in late March and given the collapse of the US labor market,
Q2 exports are set to nosedive. Second, in the US the corona crisis has not
peaked yet, and the planned reopening of the economy might be riskier in
the US than in other countries with flatter epi curves. Hence, the risk of a
new wave of infections and new lockdown measures could be higher in the
US than elsewhere.
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Rays of hope after heavy contraction in German exports
Strong COVID-19 headwinds led to a sharp slowdown in German industry and a
collapse in global trade. In the second quarter German exports in year-on-year
terms may contract more strongly than during the GFC in 2009, at least for some
export markets. The anticipated GDP contraction of -9% in 2020 is clearly a negative
record. But despite the deepest economic slump in over 70 years, there is a silver
lining for exports. First, the recent reopening of major industrial plants in Germany.
Second, the less restrictive lockdown measures in parts of northern Europe. And
third, the low number of newly infected people in Asia provides the basis for a
recovery of global value chains and global trade.
Figure 1: Bilateral exports to countries & regions
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Asia: Exports to key countries might contract only slightly
Industrial heavyweights China, South Korea and Japan seem to have managed the
crisis relatively well. So far, production indices have declined only mildly in these
countries. In Korea, manufacturing production already recorded a marked
improvement of 4.6% month on month in March. As a consequence German
nominal exports to Asia – which account for one-sixth of total goods exports – were
almost flat in the first quarter. Thus, the relatively stable demand in Asia could be
less of a barrier than the collapse in production, at least in some sectors. As a result,
the picture is expected to change in the second quarter due to the indirect effects
of the lockdown in Europe and the US. However, economic activity in both regions
is already gaining momentum. If the recovery continues and German production
plants gradually increase their capacity utilization, exports to Asia could emerge
relatively unscathed. So nominal exports to Asia, which grew by more than 3% p.a.
from 2016 to 2019, could well contract only marginally in 2020.

Europe: Exports to some countries could drop by up to 25%
By contrast, it is almost certain that we will see a historical reduction in exports, at
least to some European countries. In total they account for 68% of total goods
exports. Exports to both the non-euro area (31% of total goods exports) and euroarea countries (37%) were already weak before the lockdown in March.
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Figure 2: Top 4 countries: Bilateral nominal goods exports
%

Figure 3: Nominal goods exports to Visegrad countries
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1.

Exports to the euro area: It seems clear that the heavy GDP loss of 4% qoq
in Q1 in the euro area will be followed by a double-digit contraction in Q2.
We forecast -18% qoq. Despite an expected recovery in the second half of
the year, 2020 GDP should shrink by 12% on annual average. In March 2020
exports to the euro area against the same month of 2019 dropped by 14%
year on year. And April was likely much worse. The almost-complete
collapse in German car production and very restrictive social distancing
measures are expected to have led to a massive slump. We assume that
exports in euro will be twice as low in April as in March. Subsequently, we
foresee a gradual, muted recovery as many European value chains as well
as aggregate demand will severely be hampered due to social distancing
and the reorganization of production processes. Thus, we assume that it
will take until December before the March export level is reached again.
This would result in an annual contraction of exports to the euro area by
25% in 2020.

2.

In our view, the impact of the crisis on non-euro area countries is very
diverse. This seems to be true for both EU and non-EU countries. For
instance, the Visegrad countries, which are deeply integrated into the
production chains of German manufacturing, will be hard hit. Among these
countries, Slovakia and Hungary are an integral part of the production line
of the automobile sector. Hence, it comes as no surprise that among the
four Visegrad countries, March exports to Hungary and Slovakia recorded
particularly big declines of 12% and 16% in year-on-year terms,
respectively. We expect annual exports to decline by up to 20% in 2020. By
contrast, as we forecast contraction of Russian GDP of ~6% and Turkish
GDP of ~5%, exports to both nations should fall by only 9% in 2020. A
similar loss seems likely for exports to other Eastern European countries. A
relatively moderate GDP loss is likely for Denmark, Sweden and
Switzerland. They fairly quickly flattened the COVID-19 infection curve or
had relatively moderate curfews. We assume exports to these countries
will remain flat on annual average. A severe export loss is expected for the
UK. Exports already plummeted by almost 15% year on year in the first
quarter of 2020 due to a temporary increase in Q1 2019, i.e. anticipatory
effects in the run-up to the first Brexit deadline (31 March 2019). The UK has
also been particularly hard hit by the COVID-19 crisis. Hence, exports are
likely to decline by more than 20% in 2020. In total, exports to non-euro area
countries should shrink by roughly 12%.

As a result of factors (1.) and (2.) above, European exports in total are likely to decline
by around 19%. This is the same level as during the GFC in 2009. An additional shock
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– as covered in our protracted scenario1 – with much deeper growth contractions,
would result in new negative export collapses that might be comparable only to the
Great Depression or WWII.

Americas: Exports to the US with extraordinary uncertainty
In our base scenario, we expect the US market to be less affected than many
European countries. Exports to the US only marginally contracted until March in
year-on-year terms. Yet, the epidemiological crisis does not seem to have reached
its peak in the US. Moreover, the collapse of the labor market will leave its marks.
We expect that the unemployment rate will peak above 15% in the second quarter
and remain above 10% towards the end of 2020. We expect GDP contraction of
~7%. Based on our estimated GDP elasticity of 1.5, exports to the US may fall by
around 10%. With the US accounting for more than 70% of exports to the Americas,
we also assume a contraction by 10% for all other American countries. However,
the US forecast is extremely uncertain as the future development of the corona
crisis seems particularly vulnerable to a backlash. Some US states plan to reopen
their economies despite still-precarious public health conditions. This raises the
risk of further outbreaks requiring renewed further containment measures. It is an
important downside risk for German exports.

Figure 4: Germany: Export prices

Figure 5: Germany: Real GDP growth and details
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2020 export prices are expected to drop by 3%
Nominal global goods exports are forecast to decline by 17% in annual terms in
2020, roughly similar as during the GFC (2009: -18%). In the COVID-19 crisis,
service exports should suffer a similar annual contraction as lockdowns have hit
many service sectors. This is a notable difference to the GFC, where services were
less affected and remained an element of stability. For our 2020 forecast we do not
take into account any FX impact. First, changes in exchanges rates have been
relatively limited. Second, their impact on exports relative to the large swings in
economic activity is negligible. We expect export prices to decline by roughly 3%.
First, our model based on commodity prices – the main structural input for export
prices – implies a decline of only 1.2%. The model does not take into account the
huge loss in aggregate demand. Therefore, we add the statistical error observed
during the GFC in 2009. The result is a drop of 3% for 2020, which would be an alltime low in annual export prices. Accordingly, real annual exports should shrink by
14%, close to the contraction experienced during the GFC. As private consumption
and investments are forecast to decline by around 10%, a similar contraction is
expected for real imports in 2020. This should result in a net export contribution to
GDP growth of -2.6pp.

Current account surplus: The never-ending story
Finally, we look at Germany’s often-criticized current account surplus. In 2008 the
annual surplus fell 16%, from EUR 172 by to EUR 145 bn. We take this as an
indication for the current crisis, i.e. in 2020 the current account may also decline by
roughly 16%. Assuming that the GDP deflator will increase by 1% results in nominal
GDP contraction of 8%. As a consequence, the current account surplus should
shrink to “only” 6.6% of GDP in 2020. So based on the 2019 surplus of 7.8%, we
expect the largest annual contraction in over a decade. However, the ratio is still
above the European Commission’s 6% threshold, above which it interprets
surpluses as potentially excessive. However, the COVID-19 crisis has the potential
to rebalance German exports, including the debate about whether certain essential
products such as key pharmaceuticals should be relocated back to Germany or at
least Europe. To reach ambitious CO2 targets and to reduce the carbon footprint,
there are huge incentives to relocate more supply chains closer to the home market.
If we see more continental supply chains, Germany’s current account surplus with
non-European countries may substantially fall, whereas surpluses to neighboring
countries and Eastern European countries may increase even further.
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Appendix 1
Important Disclosures
*Other information available upon request
*Prices are current as of the end of the previous trading session unless otherwise indicated and are sourced from local
exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors . Other information is sourced from Deutsche Bank, subject companies,
and other sources. For disclosures pertaining to recommendations or estimates made on securities other than the primary
subject of this research, please see the most recently published company report or visit our global disclosure look-up page on
our website at https://research.db.com/Research/Disclosures/CompanySearch. Aside from within this report, important risk
and conflict disclosures can also be found at https://research.db.com/Research/Topics/Equities?topicId=RB0002. Investors
are strongly encouraged to review this information before investing.

Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned lead analyst(s). In addition, the
undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing a specific recommendation or view
in this report. Jochen Moebert.
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Additional Information
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deutsche Bank AG or one of its affiliates (collectively 'Deutsche
Bank'). Though the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be
reliable, Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Hyperlinks to third-party websites in this
report are provided for reader convenience only. Deutsche Bank neither endorses the content nor is responsible for the
accuracy or security controls of those websites.
If you use the services of Deutsche Bank in connection with a purchase or sale of a security that is discussed in this report, or
is included or discussed in another communication (oral or written) from a Deutsche Bank analyst, Deutsche Bank may act as
principal for its own account or as agent for another person.
Deutsche Bank may consider this report in deciding to trade as principal. It may also engage in transactions, for its own account
or with customers, in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this research report. Others within Deutsche Bank,
including strategists, sales staff and other analysts, may take views that are inconsistent with those taken in this research
report. Deutsche Bank issues a variety of research products, including fundamental analysis, equity-linked analysis,
quantitative analysis and trade ideas. Recommendations contained in one type of communication may differ from
recommendations contained in others, whether as a result of differing time horizons, methodologies, perspectives or
otherwise. Deutsche Bank and/or its affiliates may also be holding debt or equity securities of the issuers it writes on. Analysts
are paid in part based on the profitability of Deutsche Bank AG and its affiliates, which includes investment banking, trading
and principal trading revenues.
Opinions, estimates and projections constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank provides liquidity
for buyers and sellers of securities issued by the companies it covers. Deutsche Bank research analysts sometimes have
shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
option, investors must review the 'Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options”, at http://www.optionsclearing.com/
about/publications/character-risks.jsp. If you are unable to access the website, please contact your Deutsche Bank
representative for a copy of this important document.
Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (i) exchange
rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
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The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
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is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
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Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
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Hong Kong SAR: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch, except for any research content relating to futures
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